Hack in The Class

Barry "Fish" van Kampen
Hero de Haan
Who is Barry / Fish?
Who is Hero

- One of the parents
- Working for Comsec global (another commsec)
The current school system in the Netherlands is too generic, it’s for “all kids”.

Science skills are dropping

Problems:
A) Not enough Cyber hygiene
B) Junior hackers not “activated”
Mission
Mission
Goals

Alpha phase:
• Learn!!
• Do do do
• Community startup
• Communication

Beta phase:
• Create “tools” and resources for schools to use
• Cyberhygiene and hackerclasses
• Teach the teacher
• Share and improve
• Create a Dutch School curriculum
Timeline

2016
Alpha

2017
Beta

2017-2018
Curriculum
TTT: Teach The Teacher!
Junior Hacker Hotline

088 0600 708
What’s next

Continue lessons
What’s next

Call for volunteers
What’s next

Build Communication
What’s next

Build content and share!
Thank you!

info@hackintheclasse.nl